Year 1

Weekly Learning
Information about some of the things we will be learning in the Week Beginning 22nd November

P.S.H.E. Personal Social Health Education
We continue our topic on Be Yourself.

Children will explore how it feels when things change or we lose
something precious, for example a new baby born, starting
school, moving house or losing a favourite teddy, or blanket.
Children will talk about how they would feel in small groups.
We will think of ways we can help ourselves to feel better.
Children will then draw a picture of something which has changed and add words around it on how it
made them feel.

R.E.
This week we will start our new topic ‘Waiting’.

We will think about how hard it is to wait for
something special and exciting for example a
birthday, a holiday or a party.

We will also find out that ‘Advent’ means coming
or arrival and that Advent is a time of waiting.
We are all waiting for Jesus’ birthday.

Maths

- This week we are finding all the number
bonds to do in a systematic way so that we do not miss
any out.
We will be using our problems solving skills to answer
questions such as:I wonder if the greater the number, the more number
bonds there are?
For example 2 and 3
2+0=2
1+1=2
0+2 = 2

Are they correct?

3+0=3
2+1=3
1+2=3
0+3=3

English:
In English this week we will continue using the book called Dear Dinosaur by Chae
Strathie but this time we are looking at birthday cards and postcards.
Children will design a birthday card and write a message inside and then write a
postcard to their dinosaur.

We will be using capital letters, finger spaces, full stops, our phonics to sound out unfamiliar words and
our neatest handwriting.

Computing:

Music:

We are learning to use the
classroom computers and will
practise control of the mouse
to explore Mark Making and Pattern linked to our
art work.

We are beginning to practise our Christmas songs.

We will continue singing and
clapping repeated rhythm patterns, first in
songs then using percussion instruments.

Topic – Art
This week we will paint our clay tiles.

History
We are going to find out what ‘significant people’ mean. We will talk about why they are significant. We will
look at the ‘Fossil Girl’ called Mary Anning. We will find out about important events in her life and role play
them.

P.E.

Please come to school in P.E. Clothes on P.E. days which are Tuesdays and Thursdays. Please note
change of day for this half-term.
Children are enjoying dancing with our dance coach using music to help them with rhythm and to
keep time to the music.

We are now exploring jumping and landing in our second lesson, remembering to bend our knees and
look in the direction we are travelling. We are being good partners and helping each other to improve
our technique.

